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Introduction
When you saw the name of this website you probably got the wrong idea completely. This is not a site
devoted to denigrating people of color, nothing could be farther from the truth! This site focuses on
black men and the white women who love to lick their ass cracks. If anything, it's quite a progressive
voice in favor of civil rights!

Adult Review
It's true the name of this site is a bit of a gimmick designed to draw your attention to it from all the other smut sites out on the
market these days. However, the crew at the MeatMembers Network know that getting your attention only gives them a
chance to earn your business... and they intend to prove that your smut dollars could not be better spent anywhere else on the
net!
  
  This site features some fresh faces in the most disturbing of places, smack in the middle of a black man's butt-crack as he
rides their tongues and slowly chips away at the lily-white veneer that many of these whores still carry from their suburban
upbringings. The action does not stop until the homeboy gets his chance at recovering some restitution for the days her
ancestors spent owning his. Restitution comes in the form of whitewashing her face in his spunk, the irony oozes almost as
much as the billions of sperm he soaks her with!
  
  Take a look at the long list of Included Sites on the right of this review. You get every single one of them included with this
membership and the guys at Meatmembers are adding new sites and new content every single day of the week. While this
particular site may update once a week, one of the sites in your network will update nearly constantly.
  
  All scenes on all the included sites are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means
anything you download today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These
sites are a collector's dream.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  This is by far the very best offer the adult industry has going (unless you are the white girl being filmed with your tongue in
some thug'z ass). If you have never been a meatmember you are in for a hell of a treat, if you have already been a meatmeber
you probably still are one because they have the kind of content that will keep your cock happy for years to come.

Porn Summary
The latest edition to one of the largest and fastest growing networks on the net. Meatmembers are on a mission, for them
making money is one thing.... making history is something far more important. What could be more historic than the end of
racial injustice... this is proof they are doing their part to make that happen. Won't you join with them on this important
journey?

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The name will make you laugh, the content will make your cock throw-up!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 93 Exclusive: 97 Interface: 90
Support: 88 Unique: 94    Taste: 90        Final: 91
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Ass to Mouth, Ebony, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Interracial, Oral, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 20
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